
How should I decide which hair
transplant technique is best for me?

We are ready to endure every problem but not HAIR LOSS. Don’t worry my dear, We
understand the harm caused to your personality by the hair loss. Thus we have brought a
unique solution for you - ‘Hair Transplant’.

Though it is performed as the last option when other remedies and non-invasive treatments
have failed, still it keeps the fire of hope ignited among the individuals.

Are you hearing this term for the first time?
WOW, magnets attracted as you are on the right blog:
“A to Z about Hair Transplant”



Hair transplant in Ludhiana can be performed by any of the following techniques:
• FUE
• FUT
• Bio FUE

FUT
It stands for Follicular Unit Transplantation. It was the first-ever procedure that helped to
transplant the hair from one part to another. It can be thus deemed as the parent procedure.
The strips of the hair follicles are extracted from the donor areas and are then implanted in the
recipient zone. This procedure can be accomplished in just a sitting.

FUE
It is an advanced version of FUE. There is a rumour spread about this procedure which says,
“FUE Hair transplant cost in Ludhiana is more than FUT”. But the actual grounds on which
the FUE cost is determined is the number of grafts to be implanted. This procedure provides an
even more natural look as the grafts are implanted in exactly the way the hair is grown naturally.

Bio FUE
This is a modern procedure that involves the extraction of blood from the arm. It is then placed
in the centrifuge where the PRP is separated and is filled in a different injection. It is then
injected into the scalp so that the new hair follicles can be triggered for regrowth.
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